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1. INTRODUCTION

Space vehicles are subjected to a variety of penetrating energetic radiations present in space that generally have adverse effects on vehicle materials, components, or occupants, and these may require some form of radiation protection. Adverse effects manifest themselves in the form of changes in properties of materials or components which impair their function, or they are physiological changes in vehicle occupants which impair their function or compromise their well-being. If insufficient radiation protection is provided, these effects can result in mission failure or permanent injury to vehicle occupants, or both.

The purpose of this monograph is to establish criteria and procedures for determining doses caused by penetrating space radiation and for the design of appropriate protection for space vehicles. The objective is to avoid exceeding specified allowable levels of radiation dose and/or dose rate for the duration of the mission. The approach is first to calculate the doses received by each radiation-sensitive item, considering the protection inherent in the vehicle structure and contents, and the space radiation environment encountered during the mission. If any doses exceed allowable limits, then the design of shielding is implemented to reduce the doses to meet the specifications, unless the adjustment of mission parameters or system design (or specifications) can eliminate the necessity.

The prevailing types and sources of penetrating space radiation are:

- Solar cosmic rays, consisting chiefly of protons, with some alpha particles (helium nuclei) ejected sporadically from the sun during some solar-flare events

- Magnetically trapped protons and electrons in the vicinity of the earth and other planets

- Galactic cosmic rays, consisting of a continuous flux of protons and comparatively fewer heavier nuclei.
Other radiations that make up the total space radiation environment are not considered in this monograph, either because their intensity is too small to constitute a significant hazard relative to the prevailing sources (e.g., solar X-rays) or because their low penetrability limits their influence to surface effects (e.g., thermal radiation, solar wind). A detailed description of the total space radiation environment is contained in other planned monographs in the NASA design criteria series.

The major parameters that determine the radiation dose are

- Type of radiation
- Flux intensity
- Flux energy spectrum
- Flux directionality
- Type and spatial distribution of materials between radiation source and component
- Material in which the dose is determined

The response of a material or component to a radiation field generally varies with the type of radiation, and is dependent on the magnitude, rate, and pattern of energy deposition. However, the response can usually be related directly to the absorbed dose, or the energy absorbed per unit mass. The most commonly used dose unit is the rad, defined as the absorption of 100 ergs/g (0.01 J/kg). Human biological response is often (but not always) expressed in rem, a special unit called “dose equivalent.” Other terms are also used, but for the sake of being definite and consistent, the term dose will be used throughout this monograph. These and other radiation quantities and units are defined in references 1 and 2.

Radiation protection is potentially important for missions at altitudes above about 200 km from the earth. The earth’s atmosphere at these altitudes offers little protection by way of radiation absorption and trapped radiation attrition. The trapped radiation environment is a hazard for near-earth missions, and the solar cosmic-ray and galactic cosmic-ray environments are hazards for missions outside the protection of the earth’s magnetic field (e.g., for lunar and interplanetary missions, and for near-polar or high-altitude orbital missions).

In manned space vehicles, the most critical dose constraint is usually the allowable biological dose; although some photographic film is more sensitive to radiation, it is
easier to protect. In unmanned systems, electrical circuits, solid-state electronic components, solar cells, and other radiation-sensitive materials usually impose the most stringent requirements for radiation protection. If the dose is excessive, it can be reduced to an acceptable level by interposing shielding material between the radiation source and the component. The effects of nuclear and space radiation on structural materials are treated in a separate monograph on that subject (NASA SP-8053).

Radiation sources other than space radiation (e.g., those associated with onboard nuclear propulsion and power systems) are not treated in this monograph, but they must be accounted for in the specification of allowable doses from space radiation.

2. STATE OF THE ART

Increased knowledge of radiation-material interactions and the space-radiation environment and the development of high-speed computers for performing complex analyses have resulted in rapid advances in the analysis of radiation protection in recent years. However, actual hardware experience involving the design, testing, and application of space radiation shielding for complex situations, such as manned spacecraft, has been limited. The approach has generally been to design the space system without regard to radiation, then to examine the need for possible modifications to meet the requirements for space radiation protection, considering the inherent protection provided by the mass of the baseline system. Possible modifications have included the following:

- Improvement of the intrinsic radiation hardness of critical items by choosing other materials or components
- Improvement of the protection provided by the mass of the system by modifying the configuration or by rearranging the interior
- Changes in the mission profile to reduce the radiation encountered
- Provisions for unscheduled (orbital) mission termination in the (uncertain) event that a dangerous solar cosmic-ray environment occurs
- Addition of material to serve as radiation shielding.

This has been the approach to space radiation protection for all manned space vehicle programs to date; special provisions for radiation shielding were not necessary for these systems. Generally, the same approach has also been taken for unmanned systems; exceptions include special cases such as shielding sensitive, exposed components like...
solar cells, and instrumented payloads which involve shielding as an integral part of the instrumentation design (e.g., radiation detectors). However, future missions of longer duration and involving greater exposure to space radiation will require design of radiation protection into the system from the beginning. This is particularly true for manned interplanetary missions.

Because it is impossible to expose sizable systems to a true simulation of the space radiation environment with present accelerator and beta-irradiation facilities, the analysis and design of a space vehicle for space radiation protection must rely heavily on theoretical methods. The major factors involved in space radiation protection, in decreasing order of the uncertainty they usually introduce, are as follows:

- Space radiation environment encountered during the mission
- Maximum allowable doses
- Distribution of mass providing protection
- Methods of radiation transport and dose analysis.

The definition of the space radiation environment ordinarily introduces by far the greatest part of the overall uncertainty in the prediction of radiation doses. The definition of maximum doses that can be tolerated usually ranks as the next largest source of uncertainty, particularly for astronauts because both the acceptable and incurred risks are ill defined. In large and geometrically complex systems, such as manned spacecraft, the uncertainty in the mass distribution of the system usually introduces the next largest uncertainty in the radiation doses. This uncertainty is greatest for lightly shielded vehicles and for radiation environments with transmissions that are sensitive to material thickness (i.e., proton fluxes with predominantly low-energy particles, or soft energy spectra, and electrons). Theoretical methods now available for determining radiation doses are the most accurate element for geometrically simple, well-defined problems. The greatest source of error in analytical methods is introduced by the geometrical complexity of real systems. Because it is difficult to identify accurately and then specify the distribution of the mass of all components of a space vehicle in a form suitable for computations, the methods for radiation transport and dose analysis can, in some cases, introduce significant errors. This difficulty is greatest when time-dependent crew motion must be considered.

The basic procedure followed in determining space radiation doses shown in figure 1 includes the following:

- Definition of the space radiation to be encountered
Figure 1. Logic flow for the analysis and design of space radiation protection.
• Definition of the distribution of masses in the space vehicle (including occupants)

• Definition of the spatial and temporal relationship of each potentially critical item with respect to the rest of the system

• Use of theoretical methods of radiation transport to calculate the doses for each potentially critical item.

Doses caused by onboard radiation sources are accounted for independently. Figure 1 also shows the design requirement for satisfying the constraints imposed by the allowable doses, and the iteration loops involving the design alternatives for achieving this goal.

2.1 Space Radiation Environment

The penetrating space radiations that can have a significant effect on space vehicles are electrons, protons, and, to a lesser extent, heavier charged particles. Protons and electrons present the greatest hazard and are the most difficult to shield against because of their relatively higher intensity and greater penetrability. Alpha particles forming part of the solar cosmic-ray environment may be significant for situations in which little flux attenuation is provided because of their characteristically higher dose deposition. Energetic heavy nuclei comprising part of the galactic cosmic-ray environment can cause an amount of damage which is large, relative to their flux intensity, but their low flux intensity precludes the likelihood of their being of major importance (ref. 3). A succinct review of the space radiation environment important to radiation protection is given in reference 4.

2.1.1 Solar Cosmic Rays

Solar cosmic radiation important to radiation protection consists mostly of protons, with some alphas, emitted sporadically by the sun during some solar-flare events. The particle energies typically involve energy spectra that are softer than those associated with galactic cosmic rays and trapped protons. This source of radiation is significant for missions outside the geomagnetic field (i.e., earth-orbit missions at high latitude or very high altitude, and lunar or interplanetary missions), which can modify the energy spectrum and severely reduce the flux intensity (ref. 5). Earth shadowing also reduces the flux, by almost a factor of 2 for low orbits.

Solar cosmic rays are present for periods of up to several days. The directionality of the flux varies from highly anisotropic during onset of the event to nearly isotropic
later in the event. While the time-dependence of these events is highly variable, the events have a characteristic behavior (ref. 6). However, when an event will occur and what it will be like are not at this time usefully predictable, except in statistical terms. Attempts have been made to establish a correlation of sufficient strength to permit a reliable, long-term prediction of an event. Since most of the solar cosmic-ray dose received during a mission is likely to come from a single large event (ref. 7), such a correlation is particularly desirable for major events. Although there are correlations with sunspot number and other visibly observable conditions on the sun (e.g., refs. 8 and 9), no reliable method has been found. Consequently, the uncertainty in this environment is a major factor in establishing radiation protection requirements for long-duration missions outside the geomagnetic field.

From a practical standpoint, the most useful approach to this problem at this time is based on the assumption that the solar cosmic-ray environment is statistically random. The analyses reported in references 10 and 11 indicate that this assumption is consistent with the data obtained to date, and presumably it will apply to future solar cycles. Using such an approach, the probability of encountering a given solar proton environment during a mission of given duration can be estimated. Because little data exist, similar estimates for solar alpha particles would involve much more uncertainty. Other statistical analyses of the solar cosmic-ray environment are reported in references 7 and 12 to 15. References 6, 16, and 17 summarize the available data on observed solar cosmic-ray events. The most intense events of the 19th cycle which were measured and analyzed extensively are those of November 1960 (refs. 18 and 19).

### 2.1.2 Trapped Radiation

The earth and planets with a magnetic field similar to that of earth [Venus and Mars have no significant magnetic field and Jupiter has a strong field (refs. 20 and 21)] are surrounded by magnetically trapped radiation consisting of high-energy electrons and protons. The directionality of these particles is related to the orientation of the magnetic field; however, because the orientation of a space vehicle varies with respect to the magnetic field during the course of a mission, these particles are usually considered isotropic for the purpose of designing radiation protection.

Trapped radiation exists above the atmosphere and within most of the envelope containing the magnetic field. For earth, this varies from an altitude of approximately 200 km to beyond synchronous orbit altitude (35 900 km). High-energy electrons are contained in the inner and outer belts, which include the entire geomagnetic field. High-energy protons are restricted to the inner belt at altitudes of less than approximately 15 000 km; low-energy protons extend into the outer belt.
The earth’s trapped-radiation flux intensity and energy spectrum are time-dependent because of solar activity. High-energy trapped proton fluxes are relatively stable, with variations of as much as a factor of 2 when solar storms occur (ref. 22). Trapped electron fluxes are much more variable, with changes of more than an order of magnitude in periods as short as minutes (refs. 23 and 24). The largest variations are at very high altitudes (e.g., around synchronous orbit) and at high geomagnetic latitudes. For missions longer than a few weeks’ duration, the average flux is approximately constant. Although there are regular variations associated with the 11-year solar cycle, they are not yet resolved sufficiently to account explicitly for them in radiation protection design (ref. 24). In addition, the electron environment can be greatly enhanced by high-altitude nuclear explosions (ref. 25).

The earth’s trapped radiation has been studied extensively and detailed descriptions are provided in references 22, 23, 24, 26, and 27; a rigorous discussion of the subject is contained in reference 28. The environment models have been incorporated into a computer program (ref. 29) for calculating the environment associated with any specified mission trajectory. A continuing effort is being made to refine these models. Reliability of the radiation environment data varies within the trapping region. The best data may be good to within a factor of 2 (e.g., refs. 27 and 30), generally at low and intermediate geomagnetic coordinates (low altitude, low geographic latitude). The greatest uncertainties occur at the boundaries of the trapping region, including the low-altitude region where atmospheric interactions are important.

2.1.3 Galactic Cosmic Rays

Galactic cosmic rays provide a continuous, essentially isotropic, radiation source consisting of about 85 percent protons, 14 percent alpha particles, and less than 1 percent heavier nuclei. This is the source most precisely known, and the uncertainty of its nature is relatively insignificant in the design of radiation protection.

The energies of these radiations are of sufficient magnitude that shielding against them and the secondary radiations they produce in shielding material is not practical. However, the intensity is small, and corresponds to a dose rate in free space (outside the geomagnetic field) that varies from approximately 8 rad (0.08 J/kg) per year during minimum solar activity to less than half this amount during maximum solar activity (ref. 31) at 1 AU (149.598 x 10^6 km).

The flux intensity in the solar system is reduced by increased solar-storm activity by virtue of the interplanetary magnetic fields associated with solar storms (ref. 32). Also, the intensity varies with distance from the sun, although the nature and cause of the variation are uncertain (ref. 33).
The dose rate can be reduced by almost an order of magnitude by the geomagnetic field (ref. 34), and by as much as a factor of 2 by the earth's shadow for near-earth missions. Practical shielding thicknesses do not affect the dose rate by more than ±20 percent (ref. 31). The galactic cosmic-ray dose influences the design of radiation protection because it must be subtracted from the total allowable doses to determine the allowable doses from all other radiation sources. Reference 35 summarizes the state of knowledge of the galactic cosmic-ray environment.

### 2.2 Allowable Radiation Doses

Allowable radiation doses comprise the main specification to which radiation protection is designed. Allowable doses are determined on the basis of specialized knowledge of radiation effects, coupled with a philosophy or policy of what constitutes an acceptable risk to vehicle occupants and mission performance.

Penetrating radiations cause damage principally by the mechanisms of ionization and atomic displacement. Most of the data on radiation effects on materials and components do not provide definitive information directly related to specific applications in a space-radiation environment. Also, radiation effects are not always expressed in terms of consistent units or well-defined radiation environments. However, there is sufficient knowledge to provide meaningful specifications for many situations. Reference 36 presents a brief summary of the response of materials and components to space radiation. A NASA design criteria monograph on nuclear and space radiation effects on structural materials is planned. The Radiation Effects Information Center at Battelle Memorial Institute Columbus Laboratories is a central clearinghouse for radiation-effects data.

Space radiation damages biological tissue principally by ionization. The radiobiological responses of humans and the factors involved in manned space flight are detailed in reference 3. A major factor involved in establishing allowable doses for human occupants is the acceptable levels of short-term and long-term risks. This aspect is discussed in reference 37. Although there is no generally accepted or official position, examples of allowable doses that have been recommended for astronauts are given in references 37 and 38, and a brief summary of research related to this area is presented in references 39 and 40.

### 2.3 Dose Analysis

Current methods for the analysis and design of radiation protection can be used to estimate the radiation dose to space-vehicle components and occupants with a degree of accuracy consistent with present mission requirements. Because of the many
independent efforts and large amounts of information generated in recent years
concerning radiation protection, the Radiation Shielding Information Center (RSIC) at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory was formed as a central clearinghouse for shielding
data and methods, including current information on space radiation protection. The
RSIC is the most authoritative single source of information on available radiation
shielding literature (refs. 41 and 42) and analytical methods; i.e., computer programs
(refs. 43 and 44).

There are two general types of shielding applicable to protection against the charged
particles that make up the space-radiation environment. These types are active
shielding and passive shielding. Active shielding uses electric or magnetic fields to
deflect the charged particles away from the spacecraft. The principle of passive
shielding is simply to place mass between the radiation source and the receptor. When
passing through mass, radiation is attenuated by atomic and nuclear interactions with
the material.

Basically, the three methods of active shielding which have been investigated are (1)
electrostatic, (2) magnetic, and (3) plasma. Electrostatic shielding does not appear
feasible because of the large fields and power levels required (ref. 45). Magnetic
shielding (refs. 46 and 47) and plasma shielding (ref. 48) are apparently advantageous
relative to passive material shielding under certain conditions which depend upon
vehicle size and the degree of protection required; their application, based on
superconductivity, is not yet feasible. Therefore, passive material shielding represents
the state of the art.

2.3.1 Proton Dose Analysis

For solar-proton and trapped-proton energy spectra, particle transport and dose
transmission through shielding of less than approximately 20 g/cm² is primarily a
matter of the loss of proton energy by direct ionization of the shielding material. The
theory of this energy-loss mechanism or range-energy relationship is well known (refs.
49 and 50) and gives accurate results (refs. 51 and 52) except at very low energies (less
than approximately 2 MeV). During the slowing down of primary (i.e., incident)
protons, nuclear interactions with the shielding material create secondary nucleons
(protons and neutrons). However, these secondary radiations, for typical solar-proton
and trapped-proton energy spectra, affect the total absorbed dose by only
approximately 10 percent for shield thicknesses of less than 20 g/cm² (refs. 53 and
54). It has been established that other proton-induced secondary radiations are usually
unimportant. Secondary gamma radiation (ref. 55) is a possible exception in situations
involving solar proton events with exceptionally large low-energy components.
The technology for analyzing the dose from primary protons is quite accurate when the mass distribution is defined accurately. For cases involving soft energy spectra and large shielding thicknesses, so that secondary radiations represent a large fraction of the total dose, confidence in computed results is not as high as when primary proton dose is dominant. However, for almost all practical spacecraft design situations, the uncertainty in secondary radiation dose is not highly significant because it represents only a small fraction of the total dose.

Current methods of analyzing proton dose produce reasonably consistent results (refs. 56, 57, and 58) which compare well in most cases with more detailed Monte Carlo calculations (refs. 59 and 60) that are not presently adaptable to design computations. Comparisons of Monte Carlo calculations with experimental data are presented in references 61 and 62. In particular, the straightahead approximation (i.e., no explicit angular treatment in the transport analysis), one of the basic simplifying assumptions used in design computations, has been shown to be sufficiently accurate for most design purposes (ref. 63). In addition, proton straggling (random deviation about the mean range) has been shown to be negligible (ref. 64).

There are a number of computer programs for proton-dose analysis in one dimension (e.g., refs. 54 and 65 to 68). These programs treat primary proton transport and secondary nucleon production and transport in one-dimensional configurations composed of laminated materials. All of them use the straightahead transport approximation. These programs are available to analyze systems that can be represented by one-dimensional configurations or to generate dose-attenuation kernels for three-dimensional analyses utilizing complex-geometry computer programs (e.g., refs. 65, 69, and 70).

Complex-geometry programs estimate the dose received at a given dose point by the following:

- Analytically tracing a large number of rays, each representing a solid-angle segment, from the dose point to the exterior of the space vehicle

- Determining the mass distribution along each ray and the corresponding dose attenuation based on one-dimensional calculations (i.e., the point-kernel approximation)

- Summing the dose contributions from each solid-angle segment to obtain the total dose from all directions.

For the complex-geometry programs to perform automatic sectoring and ray-tracing, the space vehicle and its contents must be represented by homogeneous spatial regions, bounded by mathematically defined surfaces.
For geometrically complex systems, approximations are made in representing the mass distribution to keep the magnitude of the effort within practical limits and to be consistent with the use of one-dimensional attenuation kernels. These approximations are the major source of error in the theoretical analysis; this problem is in addition to any lack of knowledge about the actual mass distribution. The uncertainty thus introduced for proton dose varies with the situation (i.e., with mass asymmetry, energy spectrum, degree of dose attenuation, etc.), but, based on limited quantitative data (e.g., ref. 71), it is estimated to be less than a factor of 2 for most practical situations.

References 55, 72, 73, and 74 summarize the technology of proton-dose analysis for space systems; reference 49 discusses the basic theory of proton interactions with matter. References 4 and 75 present discussions on the relative importance of some of the factors involved in estimating proton dose, based on comparisons with experimental data.

2.3.2 Heavy-Nuclei Dose Analysis

Heavy nuclei are charged particles more massive than protons and can be conveniently categorized as alpha particles and all heavier nuclei. The only significant source of nuclei heavier than alpha particles is the galactic cosmic-ray environment. Dose analysis behind significant shielding thicknesses for galactic cosmic rays heavier than protons is beyond the state of the art because knowledge about secondary radiations is insufficient (refs. 31 and 76). Measurements in the earth's atmosphere indicate that secondary radiations are extremely important in determining the galactic cosmic-ray dose rate, and in fact cause it to be approximately uniform, within ±20 percent, behind shielding of less than 100 g/cm² (ref. 31). Thus, from a practical design standpoint, heavy-nuclei dose analysis is limited to alpha particles associated with solar cosmic rays.

Alpha dose from solar cosmic rays may sometimes be significant behind shielding of only a few grams per square centimeter. Because of insufficient knowledge about alpha-induced secondary radiation, the state of the art is further limited to primary alpha-particle dose analysis. However, for solar cosmic rays, the rigidity (i.e., momentum per unit charge) spectra of alphas are similar to those of protons, while the particle fluence of alphas is no greater, and usually less, than that of protons (refs. 6 and 77). Therefore, alpha-induced secondaries are not likely to be as important as the proton-induced secondaries which always accompany them. Reference 76 summarizes the physics of heavy-nuclei secondaries from the standpoint of space radiation protection.

The interaction of alpha particles with matter is fundamentally the same as for protons (refs. 49 and 50), and all the procedures mentioned for analyzing primary proton dose
are directly applicable to the analysis of alpha-particle dose. Some existing computer programs may require modification to treat nuclei heavier than protons; however, the modification is minor since a simple scaling factor (ref. 49) relates all range-energy data for heavy charged particles to proton range-energy data (refs. 51 and 52), with negligible error compared to other sources of error that have been discussed.

The state of the art for primary alpha-particle dose analysis is essentially the same as for primary protons (i.e., calculated results are accurate to within 10 percent). Although knowledge of secondary radiations is not nearly as advanced for alphas as for protons, it probably does not significantly affect the overall state of the art of space radiation protection.

2.3.3 Electron and Bremsstrahlung Dose Analysis

In contrast to protons, the relatively small mass of electrons causes them to be deflected easily by collisions with atomic electrons and nuclei. This in turn causes them to produce bremsstrahlung (or X-rays), which is much more penetrating than the electrons. Also, the use of electron range-energy relationships (refs. 52 and 78) and the straightahead approximation to determine electron dose are consequently not as valid as for protons because of large variations of individual electron transmission about the average transmission (i.e., straggling). Although crude estimates of electron transport and dose can be made on the basis of the practical or effective range (ref. 49), these estimates are generally too high. The error ranges from negligible for zero shielding to an order of magnitude or more as shielding thickness increases (ref. 54).

Several electron Monte Carlo analytical schemes have been developed that are capable of performing accurate and detailed electron-transport analysis in one dimension (e.g., refs. 66, 79, 80, and 81) and in two or three dimensions (ref. 81). The use of these programs for practical shield design is time consuming; therefore, Monte Carlo calculations have been performed to generate parametric, one-dimensional, electron transmission data (ref. 82) for application to the point-kernel analysis of three-dimensional systems. Application of the point-kernel method to electrons is exactly analogous to that discussed for protons.

A summary of experimental data on electron transmission is given in reference 83; comparisons with theory are given in refs. 79 and 83.

Because trapped electrons are stopped by relatively thin shielding [the practical range is approximately \( \frac{1}{2} \) g/cm\(^2\) per MeV (1.603 x \(10^{-13}\) J) of energy], the bremsstrahlung dose is often dominant over the electron dose because of the greater penetrability of bremsstrahlung. Thus, in some cases it is an important radiation protection
consideration. A comprehensive review of bremsstrahlung interaction is given in reference 84; recent detailed experimental data on bremsstrahlung production are presented in references 83, 85, and 86; comparisons with theory are given in references 79, 83, and 86.

The theory of electron bremsstrahlung production and its transport through matter is sufficiently accurate for the design of space radiation protection. As in electron transport, parametric Monte Carlo analyses of bremsstrahlung transport (ref. 87) are useful for generating dose-attenuation kernels for application to the design of radiation protection. Monte Carlo codes for performing detailed analysis of bremsstrahlung production and transport are described in references 80 (one-dimensional analysis) and 81 (one-, two-, or three-dimensional analysis).

As in the case of protons, there are design-oriented computer programs for economically performing electron and bremsstrahlung dose analysis (e.g., refs. 54, 65, and 66) in one-dimensional laminated shields. These programs are suitable for parametric studies and can be used with complex-geometry computer programs (e.g., refs. 65, 69, and 70) to analyze three-dimensional configurations. Analysis of electron and bremsstrahlung dose using these programs is sufficiently accurate for most design situations. The greatest uncertainty is in the use of one-dimensional electron transmission data to calculate electron dose in geometrically complex systems.

Uncertainty in the results of dose analysis generally increases as the geometrical complexity of the system increases. The uncertainty is usually greater for electron dose than for bremsstrahlung dose. For analyses based on the point-kernel method, electron dose may be in error by a factor of 2 or more (ref. 88); results of explicit Monte Carlo analyses provide the greatest achievable accuracy.

References 72, 73, and 89 summarize the technology for the analysis of electron and bremsstrahlung radiation protection; reference 89 presents an overall summary. Reference 90 presents a comparison of the results of the analyses obtained with several electron transport codes.

### 2.4 Shielding Design

The foregoing discussion has covered the state of the art for determining the radiation dose when a completely specified set of conditions is given. For the more general objective of shield design, two approaches are available. The first and more common approach is the iterative analysis of progressively improved designs; the second involves direct numerical optimization.
The first approach can be tedious, but it is applicable in principle to any level of system complexity and dose-analysis sophistication. The second approach is generally limited to the point-kernel method utilized by complex-geometry programs because it is impractical to use more exact methods in an automated or semiautomated optimization procedure.

The second approach of direct numerical optimization is particularly appropriate for geometrically complex systems with many parameters and multiple nonlinear constraints. Although computer programs of various degrees of sophistication have been developed for handling such problems, few have been published in the open literature. This approach is particularly appropriate for proton and alpha shielding because the point-kernel method is rather accurate for protons and alphas, even for highly heterogeneous systems. A program using the second approach is described in reference 91. It handles multiple time-dependent space- and onboard-radiation sources, generalized quadric geometry, multiple potential shield regions (including split shields that can be located on the walls of the crew compartment, on the walls of a biowell, and on mobile astronauts), and multiple dose constraints (based on multiple body-organ dose criteria and the specified time-weighted positions of occupants of the crew compartment). The inherent shielding worth of the unshielded vehicle is accounted for, and, for a minimum mass system, all shield dimensions are determined by automatic iteration. The limitations of this program are the same as those of the state of the art of complex-geometry dose analysis.

Unclassified examples of radiation analysis and shield design for complex systems are given in references 91 and 92.

2.5 Testing

Existing particle-accelerator and radioisotope facilities do not have the capability of simulating the space radiation environment in terms of energy spectrum or capability of accommodating sizable exposure areas. Consequently, the state of the art for testing space radiation protection is severely limited. Several experimental approaches have been considered, but no generally acceptable criteria for applying them to the testing of specific system designs have been defined. The approaches considered are as follows:

- Measurement of radiation transport through representative space-vehicle structures or components
- Measurement of the mass distribution of the space vehicle
Unmanned experiments launched into space to establish experimentally the separate and combined uncertainties caused by the radiation environment and theoretical methods of dose prediction.

Instrumented flight tests of a space vehicle to eliminate the combined uncertainties associated with the trapped radiation environment, mass distribution, and theoretical methods of dose prediction.

Except for the last approach, these do not represent system testing in the usual sense, but are attempts to reduce experimentally the uncertainty involved in the radiation protection design process. An excellent summary of the status of the last two approaches is given in reference 4.

2.5.1 Measurement of Radiation Transmission

Although measurements have been made for individual components and for instrumented research probes, few have been made in direct support of a space-vehicle project. Some measurements of this kind were made early in the Apollo program.

2.5.2 Measurement of Mass Distribution

Measurements of the mass distribution have been made for the Apollo command module. Measurements have also been made for Gemini, but not as part of the normal development test program. In all cases, a gamma-probe device was used (ref. 93). Comparisons of the difference between calculated doses based on the estimated mass distribution and calculated doses based on the measured mass distribution indicated that the results based on the estimated mass distribution were high by a factor of 2.7 to 3.5 for Gemini, and by a factor of 1.5 to 1.7 for the Apollo command module (ref. 94). The range in the factors is caused by the several different proton environment models that were analyzed to assess the influence of energy spectra on the comparisons.

2.5.3 Unmanned Experiments

Unmanned experiments have been conducted as research projects (refs. 75, 95, and 96). The mass distributions of the systems were accurately known. Comparisons between theoretical predictions and measurements showed that the only serious discrepancy was caused by insufficient knowledge of the space-radiation environment. For example, reference 94 indicates that for thin shielding (less than 1 g/cm²), the electron and proton environments described in references 23 and 26 resulted in calculated doses that in most cases disagreed with measured values by approximately 16...
±40 percent. For greater shielding thicknesses (3 to 4 g/cm²), the calculated proton
dose was low by a factor that varied from approximately 2 to 10, depending upon the
magnitude of the apparent error in the model environment energy spectra.

2.5.4 Instrumented Flight Tests

Space vehicle flight tests have been made which included onboard radiation detectors.
Comprehensive radiation protection analyses based on inflight data have, for Project
Mercury and the Gemini program, been made only for data gathered during manned
operational missions (e.g., refs. 97, 98, and 99). However, for the Apollo program, the
unmanned flight tests of Apollos 4 and 6 were instrumented and the measurements
analyzed. A review of inflight dosimetry is given in reference 4.

3. CRITERIA

The space vehicle shall be designed to withstand the space radiation environment
expected during the mission, without unduly endangering mission success or exceeding
acceptable risk to astronauts. Sufficient space radiation protection shall be provided so
that the specified allowable radiation dose and/or dose-rate criteria are not exceeded.

3.1 Space Radiation Environment

The space radiation encountered during the mission shall be determined on the basis of
the mission profile (including date) and available descriptions of the space radiation
environment. Radiation sources to be accounted for are solar cosmic rays, trapped
radiation, and galactic cosmic rays. The uncertainties in significant parameters (e.g.,
flux intensity, energy spectrum, and temporal variations) characterizing each radiation
source shall be accounted for.

3.2 Allowable Radiation Doses

Allowable radiation doses shall be established for all radiation-sensitive materials and
components included in the space vehicle. The allowable doses shall not exceed
amounts that would result in excessive radiation damage to the materials or
components, taking the radiation source type and energy spectrum into consideration.
Allowable space radiation doses shall reflect the presence of onboard radiation sources.
The allowable doses shall be expressed in terms of explicitly defined units. Both dose
rate and mission-integrated dose shall be considered.
3.3 Dose Analysis

Analysis of the doses and dose rates for each potentially critical component or system shall, when practical, account for the following factors, as applicable:

- Spectral, temporal, and directional characteristics of each primary and secondary radiation involved
- Spatial distribution and composition of the space-vehicle mass and its contents, including occupants
- Time-dependence of significant masses and their locations (e.g., occupants, propellant, stores, equipment, and jettisonable structure)
- Appropriate relationships which express allowable doses in terms of radiation fluences
- Finite extent of surfaces or volumes of potentially critical components and systems
- Estimates of the uncertainties in calculated critical doses and dose rates.

3.4 Shielding Design

Shielding shall be provided if the inherent protection afforded by the space vehicle is not sufficient to prevent the allowable radiation doses and dose rates from being exceeded for the duration of the mission.

If radiation shielding is required, it shall be designed to ensure environmental compatibility and structural adequacy under all conditions of combined radiation, thermal, and mechanical environments.

3.5 Testing

When analytical results are based on data that have not been demonstrated to be adequate, the data shall be confirmed or modified by tests that simulate the flight conditions as closely as possible.

4. RECOMMENDED PRACTICES

The analysis and design of space radiation protection are usually iterative processes in which the analyst and the designer are confronted by alternatives at the beginning of
each cycle (fig. 1). To integrate radiation protection considerations into a space vehicle, it is recommended that such considerations be included at the initiation of the conceptual design and accounted for throughout the design and development phases.

The initial cycle determines if the space-radiation environment is likely to constitute a serious hazard. If it appears that a serious hazard may be encountered, a dose analysis of the proposed vehicle is then conducted to determine the total dose and/or dose rate to potentially critical components. This analysis is based on preliminary definitions of the vehicle configuration and mission profile.

If the preliminary (conservative) estimates of the limiting allowable doses for the components are not exceeded, it may be tentatively concluded that the inherent shielding provided by the vehicle is sufficient. When significant changes are made to vehicle configuration or mission profile, a dose analysis should be conducted to determine if the prior conclusions regarding the shielding provided by the vehicle are valid. In the final stages of design, when it is unlikely that significant changes will be made in the vehicle configuration or mission profile, a final analysis should be performed to demonstrate that no allowable doses are exceeded.

If the results of the preliminary dose analysis show that the inherent shielding provided by the vehicle is inadequate, a choice must be made during the second cycle (and subsequent cycles) between providing some form of radiation protection or restricting the mission profile. Subsequent analyses should be performed to assess changes to the vehicle configuration and to the mission profile, and a final analysis should be made to substantiate the adequacy of the radiation protection.

During analysis and design, it is recommended that sufficient experimental verification of theoretical results be made to ensure that the uncertainty associated with the space radiation hazard does not constitute an unacceptable burden to mission risk and to vehicle reliability requirements.

### 4.1 Space Radiation Environment

Radiation sources that should be accounted for are solar cosmic rays, trapped protons and electrons, and galactic cosmic rays. Each of these sources is a function of the mission date, mission duration, and mission trajectory, and should be defined specifically for each mission profile. Emphasis should be placed on flux intensity and energy spectrum, the parameters of primary importance; of lesser importance are flux directionality and time dependence. Estimates should be made of the uncertainties in the environment so that their influence on radiation hazard and mission risk can be evaluated.
4.1.1 Solar Cosmic Rays

The projected solar cosmic-ray hazard can be expressed meaningfully only in statistical terms. Thus, radiation protection should be designed on the basis of the estimated probability of encountering a specified environment; the probability estimate should include the solar-cycle effect. For probability values or confidence levels close to unity, the possibility of encountering events that are larger and more frequent than previously observed must be accounted for (refs. 11 and 100).

For missions in the proximity of planets or their satellites, an isotropic solar-cosmic-ray flux is reduced by a factor corresponding approximately to the fractional solid angle the bodies subtend. Another geometrical factor is the (assumed) average inverse-square relationship with respect to the distance from the sun. Although these factors are usually relatively minor, they should generally be accounted for.

In the vicinity of the earth, the shielding effect of the geomagnetic field should be accounted for. Only crude estimates can be made on the basis of a geomagnetic dipole approximation (refs. 20 and 101). Accurate estimates require an accurate representation of the geomagnetic field as related to the mission profile (ref. 5), including modification of the field by the solar cosmic-ray event (ref. 66).

For situations involving shielding thicknesses of less than several grams per square centimeter, alpha particles should be included in the environment definition (refs. 6 and 77).

4.1.2 Trapped Radiation

For the earth’s trapped radiation environment, the data and models contained in NASA SP-3024 (refs. 22, 23, 24, 26, and 27), or equivalent data and models, are recommended. Except when crude estimates are acceptable, a computer program equivalent to that described in reference 29 is recommended to obtain trajectory-dependent trapped radiation environments.

4.1.3 Galactic Cosmic Rays

In the vicinity of the earth (or other bodies), the effect of shadow shielding and the shielding effect of the geomagnetic field should be taken into account in a manner similar to that employed for solar cosmic rays. However, for galactic cosmic rays, the quiescent geomagnetic field and measured data on cutoff rigidity (ref. 102) are appropriate. The reduction in the absorbed dose rate caused by these effects is indicated in figure 8 of Section 4.3.1. In addition, the effect of the solar cycle should be accounted for with respect to mission date (fig. 7, Sec. 4.3.1).
4.2 Allowable Radiation Doses

Available data on radiation effects and a survey of the categories of all significant materials and components in a space vehicle should be used to identify potentially critical items. For these items, maximum allowable doses (and dose rates) should be established. An estimate should be made of the uncertainties in the allowable doses so that their influence on radiation protection requirements and mission risk can be evaluated. Allowable doses from space radiation must reflect the dose received from onboard radiation sources (Sec. 4.4).

Where applicable, the rad unit (0.01 J/kg) (ref. 1), which refers to energy absorption, should be used. When a radiation-effects criterion is based on a calculated quantity other than energy absorption, the relationship between the calculated quantity and the radiation type and energy spectrum must be explicitly defined. Solar-cell damage (ref. 103) and biological response (refs. 1 and 104) are two examples sometimes involving the latter. Unless otherwise specified, definition of the rem dose-equivalent unit referred to in the literature is based on the quality factor defined in reference 104.

There are no generally accepted policies or procedures allowing definitive recommendations on how to establish allowable doses. However, it is recommended that the planned NASA design criteria monograph on nuclear and space radiation effects on structural materials and the information available through the Radiation Effects Information Center at Battelle Memorial Institute Columbus Laboratories serve as guides relative to materials and components; for establishing allowable doses for crew members, the data and philosophy expressed in references 3 and 37 are recommended.

4.3 Dose Analysis

The formal expression for calculating radiation dose is

\[ D = \int \phi(E)W(E)dE \]  

where \( D \) is the dose; \( \phi(E) \) is the fluence at a dose point, expressed as a function of energy, \( E \); and \( W(E) \) is an energy-dependent weighting function. At a given dose point, \( \phi(E) \) is determined by the external radiation environment, as modified by the mass surrounding the dose point. If the dose is expressed in rad, \( W(E) \) is the stopping power (refs. 51, 52, and 78) for charged particles or the energy-absorption coefficient (ref. 105) for bremsstrahlung, expressed in appropriate units. If the dose (equivalent) is expressed in rem, \( W(E) \) also includes the quality factor (refs. 1 and 104). Evaluation of this equation at points of interest throughout a space vehicle is the basic objective of dose analysis.
As discussed in Section 2.3, to account explicitly for the radiation coming from each direction, the dose at a point within the mass distribution making up a space vehicle should, in general, be determined by using the point-kernel method. The dose is computed by an appropriate summation of the contributions from all directions, and can include the effect of flux anisotropy.

For accurate and efficient dose analysis, the use of complex-geometry computer programs (e.g., refs. 65, 69, and 70) are recommended. Preliminary dose estimates can sometimes be made satisfactorily without the aid of these programs by making simplifying assumptions regarding the geometrical representation of the space system. However, extreme caution must be exercised in making such estimates and in applying the results.

To perform dose analyses for any geometrical representation, the basic requirement is the ability to obtain appropriate (one-dimensional) dose-attenuation kernels. The following sections discuss the recommended procedures for performing the one-dimensional dose analyses required to generate dose-attenuation kernels. In addition, parametric curves of absorbed dose versus shielding thickness are presented for specific situations.

4.3.1 Proton Dose Analysis

When secondary nucleons are of significant consideration (e.g., refs. 53 and 54), computer programs (e.g., refs. 54 and 65 to 68) are necessary to obtain accurate dose estimates. For shielding thicknesses for which primary proton dose is dominant, the dose can be estimated by considering primary proton ionization only (i.e., no nuclear interactions). This approximation is valid for shielding that is not too thick; the range of thicknesses for which it is valid depends on the proton energy spectrum, the dose response used, and the desired accuracy. Soft energy spectra and a dose response which emphasizes secondary neutrons (e.g., rem) tend to decrease the shield thickness for which primary proton dose is dominant. For most trapped proton and solar proton spectra, the absorbed dose can be determined within approximately 10 percent for shielding thicknesses less than 20 g/cm² (ref. 53). For this range of shield thickness, either the computer programs referred to above or analytical expressions similar to those presented in references 34, 106, 107, and 108 are recommended.

Figure 2 presents the trapped-proton dose rate as a function of aluminum shield thickness and orbit altitude for 30-deg and 90-deg orbit inclinations. Similar curves for 0- and 60-deg inclinations are presented in reference 109. The curves are based on the orbit-integrated proton environment for circular orbits taken from reference 26. Figure 2 does not indicate the fact that the trapped-proton dose rate for low-altitude orbital
Figure 2. – Trapped proton dose rate as a function of aluminum shield thickness and circular orbit altitude.

Note: • After reference 109
missions is highly periodic (ref. 109). This is caused by the highly localized spatial distribution of the trapped environment in the South Atlantic Geomagnetic Anomaly (ref. 28).

Figure 3 illustrates the free-space solar proton dose as a function of aluminum shield thickness and the estimated probability of not exceeding a given dose within a one-year mission during solar maximum at 1 AU (149.598 x 10^6 km). The curves are based on data obtained during the 19th and 20th solar cycles. The same curves describe the expected dose for missions during solar minimum, except the doses are a factor of 10 to 20 lower than those indicated in figure 3, depending on the probability (ref. 11).

Figure 4 presents dose-scaling factors for the curves in figure 3 as a function of mission duration. Although the curves in figure 4 are for solar maximum, similar curves describe the variation during solar minimum, except they are lower by as much as 20 percent (ref. 11).

Figure 5 shows the variation of solar proton dose with aluminum shield thickness and circular orbit inclination. The dose variation shown in figure 5 is expressed in terms of a dose-reduction factor based on the curves for the free-space dose versus shield thickness shown in figure 3. Figure 5 includes the shielding effects of the geomagnetic field and the mass of the earth. The curves are recommended for relatively low altitudes (up to several hundred kilometers).

![Figure 3. – Solar proton dose as a function of aluminum shield thickness and confidence level for solar maximum.](image-url)
Figure 4. – Variation of solar proton dose with mission length for solar maximum.

Figure 5. – Variation of solar proton dose with aluminum shield thickness and circular orbit inclination.
The data in figures 2 and 3 can be applied to other shielding materials for shield thicknesses less than 20 g/cm² by expressing the actual shield thickness in terms of equivalent aluminum thickness, using the mass-weighted relative shielding-effectiveness data given in figure 6.

Additional parametric dose-attenuation curves are presented in reference 58 for various proton energy spectra expressed as exponential functions of rigidity.

All the dose curves discussed are for dose in tissue at the center of a spherical-shell shield; i.e., they account for no asymmetry of mass distribution about the dose point. For example, astronaut self-shielding will reduce skin and eye doses to approximately half the doses indicated (ref. 110).

For estimates of the galactic cosmic-ray dose, it is recommended that the results of measurements be used directly, rather than to rely upon analysis. Any attempt to calculate the galactic cosmic-ray environment in terms of detailed particle fluxes behind significant shield thicknesses will involve considerable uncertainty. Figure 7 gives the total galactic cosmic-ray dose rate at 1 AU (149.598 x 10⁶ km), as a function of shield thickness. These curves are based on atmospheric measurements, as reported in reference 31. Although the actual shield material involved in the measurements is air, the curves are approximately correct for shielding materials whose average atomic weight is not too dissimilar to that of air (ref. 76).

Figure 8 shows the (unshielded) galactic cosmic-ray dose rate, relative to the dose rate in free space, as a function of circular orbit inclination. The curve includes the
Figure 7. — Free-space galactic cosmic-ray dose rate at 1 AU.

Figure 8. — Variation of galactic cosmic-ray dose rate with circular orbit inclination.
shielding effects of the geomagnetic field and the mass of the earth. The curve is based on calculational methods described in reference 111, the galactic cosmic-ray environment presented in reference 32 for solar minimum, and the relationship for cutoff rigidity given in reference 102. The dose-rate reduction will not be as great for solar maximum as indicated in figure 8 for solar minimum; the low-energy part of the galactic cosmic-ray energy spectrum is more uncertain for solar maximum than it is for solar minimum (ref. 35).

Figure 8 is recommended for relatively low altitudes (up to several hundred kilometers), and can be applied as a dose-reduction factor that is independent of shielding thickness up to approximately 20 g/cm². For higher altitudes, similar curves can be calculated using methods referred to in Section 4.1.3.

4.3.2 Heavy-Nuclei Dose Analysis

Alpha particles associated with solar cosmic rays are the only heavy nuclei which are both significant to space radiation protection and can be adequately analyzed for significant shielding thicknesses. Dose estimates for the heavy-nuclei component of galactic cosmic rays should be based on measured data, as discussed in Section 4.3.1.

The same methods recommended for primary proton dose analysis are recommended for primary alpha-particle dose analysis. Alpha-induced secondary radiations are probably not important for solar cosmic rays; analysis of such radiations is beyond the state of the art.

Parametric curves of dose versus aluminum shield thickness are illustrated in reference 58 for various alpha-particle energy spectra expressed as exponential functions of rigidity.

4.3.3 Electron Dose Analysis

An empirical fit to Monte Carlo calculations (ref. 82) gives analytical expressions for the number of normally incident electrons and their energy spectra, which are transmitted through slab shields of finite thickness. These or equivalent expressions are recommended to estimate the electron flux and energy spectrum at the center of a spherical-shell shield caused by an incident, isotropic, electron flux. The expression for number transmission is accurate to within approximately 10 percent for a single material (ref. 89). For laminated shields it is not as accurate (ref. 54) but is acceptable for most design purposes. Because the spectrum tends to flatten more than indicated, the accuracy of the expression for the transmitted energy spectrum decreases as shield thickness increases, but the effect on absorbed dose is small.
Since the analytical expressions are for monoenergetic, incident electrons, they are applied to a continuous energy spectrum by superposition of a number of discrete energy groups. For rough approximations (typically within a factor of 2 for absorbed dose), the electron stopping power can be assumed to be a constant \[ \text{approximately } 2 \text{ MeV per g/cm}^2 \left( 3.206 \times 10^{-13} \text{ J per g/cm}^2 \right) \], and the electron dose in rads is then proportional only to electron particle-fluence transmission.

Figure 9 describes trapped-electron dose rate as a function of aluminum shield thickness and orbit altitude for 30-deg and 90-deg orbit inclinations. Similar curves for 0- and 60-deg inclinations are presented in reference 109. These curves are for circular orbits and are based on the orbit-integrated electron environment estimated to exist around the year 1968 (ref. 23). The curves are to be interpreted in the same way as the curves in figure 2. Also, the periodic nature of the dose rate for low-altitude orbital missions is approximately the same as for protons. Parametric curves of dose versus aluminum shield thickness are given in reference 109 for various electron energy spectra expressed as exponential functions of energy.

Computer programs recommended for design analysis (e.g., refs. 54, 65, and 66) use either the data discussed above or similar data based on experiment or other calculations (e.g., ref. 112). However, for quite specific situations requiring a high degree of accuracy, Monte Carlo programs may be desirable (e.g., refs. 66, 80, and 81). For typical design analysis, however, the design-oriented programs are adequate.

### 4.3.4 Bremsstrahlung Dose Analysis

The total forwardly directed bremsstrahlung energy fluence, \( I \), created in a shield of atomic number \( Z \) by an isotropic, monoenergetic electron fluence of energy, \( E \), is given by \( I = CZE^2 \). \( C \) is a slowly varying function of \( E \) and shield thickness (ref. 79). With \( I \) in MeV/cm\(^2\) and \( E \) in MeV, \( C \) is approximately \( 4 \times 10^{-4} \) for targets whose thicknesses are comparable to the electron range. Bremsstrahlung energy spectra are defined by the empirically corrected theoretical expressions given in reference 84.

The bremsstrahlung dose at the center of a spherical-shell shield, caused by an incident, isotropic electron flux, is commonly estimated by using semiempirical expressions similar to that given above to define the bremsstrahlung source. The point-kernel method is then applied to estimate photon transport and dose transmission (refs. 87 and 105).

Figure 10 shows the bremsstrahlung dose for the same conditions and radiation environment as given for figure 9. Similar curves for 0- and 60-deg inclinations are illustrated in reference 109. The curves are to be interpreted the same as those of figure 9; also, the time-dependence of the bremsstrahlung dose rate corresponds closely.
Figure 9. — Trapped electron dose rate as a function of aluminum shield thickness and circular orbit altitude.
Figure 10. – Bremsstrahlung dose rate as a function of aluminum shield thickness and circular orbit altitude.
to that of electrons. Parametric curves of bremsstrahlung dose versus aluminum shield thickness are presented in reference 109 for various electron energy spectra expressed as exponential functions of energy.

Computer programs recommended for design analysis (refs. 54, 65, and 66) use either the methods discussed above or similar methods (ref. 112). To obtain a high degree of accuracy, Monte Carlo programs (refs. 80 and 81) may be desirable; however, the design-oriented programs are adequate for typical design analysis.

4.4 Shielding Design

When radiation protection is required, the following four alternatives should be considered:

1. Improve the intrinsic radiation hardness of critical items by other choices of materials or components.

2. Add mass to the vehicle structure (e.g., heavier pressure shell, meteoroid bumpers, structural members, and coverings).

3. Change the vehicle configuration or arrangement of its contents to promote better inherent shielding.

4. Add material whose sole function is to provide radiation shielding (e.g., local shielding of critical components).

For manned vehicles, these alternatives include the use of personal shielding for crew members and a biowell (storm shelter) that is a small shielded volume for short-term occupation by the crew. A biowell may be appropriate when a major portion of the potential radiation hazard is expected to result from solar cosmic rays. For manned systems, an onboard dose-monitoring and radiation-monitoring system is recommended (refs. 4 and 113). Such a system provides a method of determining the actual dose being received and allows preventive measures to be taken. Preventive measures may include the occupation of a biowell, restriction of extravehicular activities, or the termination of earth orbital missions at the onset of dangerous solar flare activity (ref. 114) or dangerous enhancement of trapped electrons.

The first two alternatives previously listed are self-explanatory. The third alternative usually involves straightforward dose mapping within the vehicle for a series of trial arrangements. From such an analysis, a reasonable approximation to optimality can be chosen. The effectiveness of this procedure can be enhanced by using the information generated on the directional characteristics of the flux intensities inside the vehicle. A
formal optimization procedure for these alternatives is not worthwhile in many cases, and is difficult for complex systems.

The fourth alternative is primarily a matter of the selection and placement of shielding material. The shielding placement is almost always the most important in determining shielding mass requirements. Either of the two general procedures discussed in Section 2.4 is recommended for determining shield placement. If a computer code is available that can model the problem realistically, it is preferred because of the greater accuracy and consistency (i.e., repeatability) of the results. In any case, the shielding placement problem begins with the identification of a number of defined, potential shielding locations (e.g., specific segments of the pressure shell and bulkheads, biowell walls, personal shielding, etc.), along with specified allowable doses and all the elements that enter into dose analysis. The basic procedure recommended is first to analyze the unshielded vehicle. If it provides inadequate protection, then, on the basis of geometrical considerations and dose-analysis information, discrete masses of shielding should be progressively added at the most advantageous locations until all allowable doses are not exceeded. Details of such a procedure are described in reference 91.

The selection of shielding materials depends on the particular considerations important in a given design. The most common design considerations that should be considered are shielding effectiveness, dual utility, radiation resistance, manufacturing cost, and structural strength.

The shielding effectiveness of a material (on a mass-per-unit-area basis) depends on the physical interactions involved and relates directly to the shield mass required to meet a given set of design criteria. Mass density plays a minor role in determining minimum shield mass (ref. 115). For protons and alphas, materials of low atomic number are more effective because they have greater stopping power and generate less secondary radiation. A good approximation to the relative shielding effectiveness of a material for proton and alpha shielding is the relative stopping power (fig. 6). The effectiveness of a combination of elements is determined on a mass-averaged basis.

The major material selection criterion that should be considered for electron shielding is the minimization of bremsstrahlung production; the higher the atomic number, the more undesirable bremsstrahlung is produced. Relative electron shielding effectiveness varies with atomic number, shield thickness, and energy (ref. 82); however, it is not strongly material-dependent.

Dual utility can result in significant weight reduction for space vehicles, and therefore should always be exploited as much as practical. For example, the judicious arrangement of spacecraft structure, equipment, and supplies maximizes the protection afforded, and a biowell surrounded by propellant can provide useful protection against solar cosmic rays before the propellant is expended.
Shielding should be designed to minimize the interference with space-system functions; for example, leak detection and repair, or occupant, component, and system performance.

The design of space radiation protection and the design of protection from onboard radiation (neutron and gamma ray) sources are separable for all practical purposes and can be analyzed independently. The only significant interface between the two is the division of the total allowable doses between the two kinds of sources. The coupling between the two kinds of sources, in terms of structural and configurational influences, is typically weak because of the large contrast between the penetrability and directionality of onboard sources compared to those of space radiation. It is possible for the division of allowable doses to be determined on the basis of minimum total shielding mass; however, in practice, for manned vehicles, the allowable doses allocated to onboard sources are arbitrarily set considerably lower than those allocated to space radiation because of the greater confidence in defining onboard sources.

4.5 Testing

Proving the overall effectiveness of space radiation protection in a ground test program is not generally practicable because of the inability to simulate the space-radiation environment fully. However, for situations involving shielding materials or large shielding thicknesses for which the available experimental data are inadequate for the design requirements, it is recommended that experiments be performed with accelerators or radioisotopes to obtain sufficient radiation transmission data to verify design calculations. Also, for situations in which a significant part of the necessary radiation protection is provided by such masses as vehicle structure, stores, and equipment, and for which a significant part of the uncertainty results from lack of knowledge about the spatial distribution of these masses, direct measurements of the mass distribution should be made, using a technique such as, for example, a gamma-ray probe (ref. 93). Evaluation of the overall radiation hazard and radiation protection should be included, to the extent practicable, as part of the flight-test program.
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